Propagation front or grass re methods are very popular in image processing because of their e ciency and because of their inherent geodesic nature. However, because of their random-access nature, they are ine cient in large images that cannot t in available random access memory. In this paper, we explore ways to increase the memory e ciency of two algorithms that use propagation fronts: the skeletonization by in uence zones and the watershed transform. Two algorithms are presented for the skeletonization by in uence zones. The rst computes the skeletonization on surfaces without storing the enclosing volume. The second performs the skeletonization without any region reference, by using only the propagation fronts. The watershed transform algorithm that was developed keeps in memory the propagation fronts and only one greylevel of the image. All three algorithms use much less memory than the ones presented in the literature so far. Several techniques have been developed in this work in order to minimize the e ect of these set operations. These include fast search methods, double propagation fronts, directional propagation, and others. 
II. Theoretical background and algorithms

A. Basic de nitions
Let an elementary basic vector be of the form (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n ); x i 2 f0; 1; ?1g. A set C of elementary basic vectors de nes a connectivity in Z n . A point p is said to be adjacent to another p 0 with respect to C, if their vector di erence belongs to C 12] . This adjacency is denoted by p 2 N C (p 0 ). It is worth noting that, in the general case, adjacency is not commutative. In the following, we shall assume that connectivity is chosen in such a way so that it is commutative. Let D denote an image region D Z n . A path of length n in D is de ned as a sequence of points (p 0 ; p 1 ; : : : ; p n ); p i 2 D such that p i+1 is adjacent to p i . The discrete geodesic distance from point p to point p 0 is de ned as the minimum length of all paths starting at p and ending at p 0 and will be denoted pp 0 . Furthermore, the distance from a set S D to a point p is de ned as the minimum of all distances from points of S to p. A set S is connected if for all p; p 0 2 S, a path exists between p and p 0 . We de ne a growth of S within D as the set S(1) = S G(1) where G(1) = fp 2 D ? S; p 2 N C (p 0 ); p 0 2 Sg. G (1) contains only all points that are adjacent to S. The n-th growth of S, S(n) is the growth of S(n ? 1) . Similarly, S(n) ? S(n ? 1) contains all points that have a distance of n from S. In morphological terms, if the connectivity C is seen as a structuring element, the n-th growth of set S is expressed as S nC s . p 2 S i (n); p 6 2 S j (m); 8j 6 = i; 8m n By de ning as D(n) = fp 2 D; 9i : p 2 S i (n); 6 9j : p 2 S j (m) m < ng, it is clear that if p 2 D(n); p 2 SKIZ D then for all p 0 such that p 0 2 N C (p); p 0 2 D(n + 1) hold that p 0 2 SKIZ D . Thus, the in uence zones transform can yield very thick skeletons. It is consequently necessary to modify its computation in such a way as to minimize the number of skeleton points without sacri cing consistency. This can be achieved by modifying D, de ning D 0 (n) = D(n)?SKIZ D (n) and calculating D(n+1) using D 0 (n). This e ectively eliminates the e ect described above, without altering the classi cation of points already in in uence zones.
C. Algorithms for in uence zone transform using propagation fronts There are many serial and parallel algorithms for computing the in uence zones. The fastest though, are those that use propagation fronts (also called grass res or wavefronts) to process each point in D only once, when a zone growth reaches it. These propagation fronts are implemented by a data structure (queue, list, stack, array) that stores all points in the edge of the in uence zone. In the following, we shall refer to that structure as a propagation front, without speci cally stating how it is implemented.
These algorithms have the following steps:
1. Label the points of the in uence zone of each marker S i with a unique label in a label image.
Labels are employed by all in uence zone algorithms reported in the literature. 2. Put the points of each marker in the propagation front.
greylevels.
In the continuous case, the watershed transform treats the image as a relief and traces the ow of an inertialess liquid originating in a point p, until it reaches a minimum of the relief. The result of this transformation is the segmentation of the image into catchment basins, one for every regional minimum of the image. At this point we need to de ne a regional minimum as a connected set of points in a speci c greylevel surrounded only by points of higher graylevels. The absence of continuous gradients in digital images makes the computation of the watershed transform less obvious. However, it can be simulated by assuming that the ow from a point in a graylevel is directed towards the closest point belonging to a lower graylevel (according to the discrete geodesic distance within the current greylevel). From there, it continues likewise to the next closest point of a lower greylevel, until it reaches a regional minimum.
By taking the above into account, we de ne the owdown distance dist W (p; p 0 ) between point p 2 f i and point p 0 2 f j where i j as the length of the non-decreasing path which connects p to p 0 that contains the minimal number of points in the highest graylevel and, progressively, the minimal number in the successively lower graylevels. If such a path does not exist, the owdown distance is in nite, meaning that it is impossible for the liquid to ow from p to p 0 . It must also be noted that the owdown distance is not commutative. The owdown distance between a point p and a set S is de ned as the minimum distance between p and all points in S. If we suppose that there are n regional minima M 1 ; : : : ; M n in an image, the catchment basin of a minimum M i is de ned as:
The watershed points of the image are de ned as:
It can be shown that the above de nition of the watershed transform yields unnecessarily thick watershed regions. This problem can be solved in a similar way as in the case of the in uence zones, i.e. by excluding from consideration watershed points close to the minima during the computation of further distances.
E. Watershed algorithm by immersion
The computation of the watersheds using the de nition in II-D is impossible in practice, since all possible paths would have to be considered. Again, various algorithms have been proposed for the computation of watersheds. The most commonly used is the immersion algorithm, since almost all others are inexact and/or slow 4].
The immersion algorithm works by inverting the process of computing the watersheds. Instead of tracing the ow from the points to be classi ed to the minima, it ' oods' the image by computing the skeleton in uence zones in each graylevel using as markers the minima of the image and the catchment basins computed in previous graylevels. It can be shown that the above procedure yields a result identical to the one that results from the de nitions in II-D. Again, the algorithm can handle basin collision in di erent ways, consistently or not. In the following, we shall implement the watershed transform using consistent watershed point labeling.
III. Influence zones transform in large images
A. In uence zones transform on surfaces and other regions of interest
In various applications in image processing, graphics and other elds, it is often necessary to perform a geodesic in uence zones transform on a surface. For example, this is the case when computing the Delauney triangulation of a surface 14], based on a previously calculated geodesic in uence zones transform (Voronoi tessellation).
However, in the case of the algorithms described in Section II-C, the storage of the enclosing rectangular volume is needed in order to store the surface in RAM. If the surface is not approximately planar, the size of the volume that needs to be stored in memory exceeds the size of the surface by orders of magnitude. Thus, it is common that the volume containing a surface is too large to t in available memory, although the surface itself is not. Because the transformation is performed on an image region too large to t in memory, the speed of the classical algorithms drops drastically. The proposed solution to this problem is to store only the surface points, and not the entire volume in RAM. This solution can also be used for skeletonizing arbitrarily shaped regions of interest (ROIs) as well. Details of the proposed method are described in the following.
A.1 Storage of the region of interest
In image processing, the most common method to represent an image or a volume is the bitmap form, that is in the form of a two-or three-dimensional array which contains the image information, whether it is greyvalues or labels. This array is stored in consecutive memory addresses, and the coordinates of each point are determined by the memory position it occupies, and vice versa. However, because of the one-to-one correspondence between memory and image, the shape of a region stored as a bitmap can only be a parallelepiped. Thus, in order to store an arbitrarily shaped region or surface, this classic representation method must be abandoned and alternative ones must sought.
The obvious method for the representation of an arbitrarily shaped point set is to store each point separately in an array, de ning it with its coordinates and value. This is the method that is going to be used in the following. The disadvantage of this method is that accessing the value of a point, given its coordinates, requires a search through the entire image region that is stored in memory. The solution that is applied to solve this problem is two sided. Firstly, the minimization of the seek time of a point in the region is attempted. Secondly, ways to limit the search operations of the algorithm as much as possible are sought.
In order to minimize the seek time of a point in a region stored in an array of points in coordinate form is to sort this array according to an ordering of our choice, and then to perform sorted search operations on it. The ordering that is going to be used in the following is the one commonly used in the storage of images. In the three-dimensional case, we sort rst by the z-coordinate, then by the y-coordinate and then by the x-coordinate. From now onwards, 6 this ordering will be called the basic order. In the following it will be shown that this choice of ordering will be bene cial because of its correspondence to the way images are stored on disk.
A.2 Use of double propagation fronts
The only region access operations performed by the propagation-front based algorithm are those that nd the region points adjacent to a propagation front point and, depending on their labels, may add them to the propagation front and label them accordingly. These new points can only be of four types: 1.
Points not yet visited by the algorithm. 2. Points visited by the algorithm in the current propagation step. 3. Points visited by the algorithm in the previous propagation step (and thus being in the current propagation fronts). 4. Point visited by the algorithm two propagation steps before (and thus having been in the previous propagation fronts).
Since the size of a propagation front is much smaller than the size of the image region, point searching in it is much faster in the front than in the region. Naturally, this only holds if the points in the propagation front are sorted, making searching with logarithmic computational complexity possible. Thus, if the points in the current propagation fronts are sorted before the propagation begins and each point adjacent to them is sought among them before being sought in the region, signi cant performance gains can be achieved.
In order to nd more quickly points of the 4th type, in addition to those of the 3rd type, the immediately previous propagation fronts must be retained, and points must be searched in them as well as in the current propagation fronts. These previous propagations constitute what we will call the second or backup level of the propagation fronts. Their importance will be much greater in the front-only algorithm to be presented in Section III-B. The storage of the second level propagation fronts doubles the memory requirements of the propagation fronts. However, since these are small compared to the memory requirements for the storage of the image region, the memory burden is not very signi cant.
Although it is clear that points belonging in the 1st category must be searched in the region, it might seem possible that points in the 2nd category might need not. However, the points added to the fronts in the current propagation step cannot be e ciently sorted in the basic order, because new points are constantly being put in this category. Therefore, checking points against this category is ine cient because it requires linear searches.
The nal method used for the minimization of search operations on the entire image region stores the two levels of the propagation fronts. Thus, each point adjacent to a point that belongs to the current propagation front is rst sought in these two levels of the propagation fronts and, if it is not found there, it is sought in the region. On average, half of these adjacent points are found in the propagation fronts and the rest must be searched for both in the region and in the propagation fronts. Thus, the speed of this part of the algorithm is e ectively doubled (or, more accurately, the slowdown compared to the original algorithm is halved).
Because of the heavy use of data objects in the algorithm, it is given in object-oriented pseudocode, similar to C + +. The object types used are described in Figure 1 at the start of this section. The nal algorithm is given in Figure 2 .
A.3 Simulation Experiments
A test image region was created in order to verify the algorithm experimentally. It consists of a spherical surface having a radius of 127 enclosed in a 256 256 256 volume. In order to ensure surface connectivity, the sphere thickness was chosen to be greater than one voxel (average thickness p 3). The number of points in the surface was 346394. It should be noted that, if the entire enclosing volume is stored, the storage requirements would be over 16 million points (i.e. over 25 times the needed memory for storing the points of the surface). In this 7 sphere a number of point markers were randomly inserted, their number ranging from 2 to 65536. The tests were performed on a PC with a Pentium processor at 133 MHz and 16 Mbytes of RAM, running Windows NT.
The speed of the algorithm was satisfactory, being almost constant at 13 to 14 seconds for most of the tests, as can be seen in Figure 3a . It only rises signi cantly when more than 16192 marker points are used. Above that number, the number of markers becomes comparable to the number of points in the surface, and the entire algorithm degenerates. It must be noted that the execution time remains constant although the number of iterations decreases with the number of markers as can be seen in Figure 3b , meaning that the time spent on each iteration increases with marker number, as expected. The memory requirements were also reasonable. The points needed for the storage of the surface region were naturally constant at 346394, and although the number of points in the propagation fronts increased with marker number they never exceeded the number of points in the region, as can be seen in Figure 3c . In most cases, the average number of points in the fronts remained well over one order of magnitude below the number of region points.
If we assume a uniform distribution of markers on the image region, the number of points belonging to each in uence zone can be approximated as P zone = P Region =n where n the number of markers and P Region the constant number of points in the region. If the region is modeled as a volume, the radius of the in uence zone is r = k 1 3 p P zone . Therefore the number of points on the front is P front = k 2 (P Region =n) 2=3 . Thus the total number of points in the fronts is P tot = k 3 3 p n. If the region is modeled as a plane, the radius is r = k 4 p P zone , the number of points in fronts is P front = k 5 q P Region =n and the total number P tot = k 6 p n. Because the region used in this experiment is almost exactly the surface of a sphere, the experimental results for the above quantities should be closer to that of the planar case. Indeed the measurements shown in Figure 3c were modeled by the least-squares method to be as follows:
The maximum number of points stored in propagation fronts during the execution of the algorithm is modelled by max(P tot ) = kn 0:47 .
The average number of points stored in propagation fronts during execution was modelled by avg(P tot ) = kn 0;40 .
As expected, the number of propagation steps, as shown in Figure 3b was modelled as max(r) = kn ?0;42 .
B. In uence zones transform without region storage The algorithm presented in Section III-A.1 is very e cient for performing the transform on regions of interest whose enclosing volume is a large image. However, it is of no help in the case that this region itself cannot t in available random access memory. In this case, the need to store the in uence zone labels leads to serious performance problems. The only way to avoid these problems is to avoid the storage of the image region in memory, store only the propagation fronts and compute the transform solely with operations on them.
Unfortunately, the image is not only used to store the result of the segmentation, but also to provide a reference to enable the determination of the status of each point. Without it, there is no simple way to know whether a point belongs to the skeleton or to an in uence zone (and to which) or to neither. The in uence zone algorithm requires that each point adjacent to a propagation-front point is labeled as an in uence zone or skeleton point and, accordingly, is appended to the propagation fronts or not. Thus, we have to nd some other way to determine whether such an adjacent point has already been visited by the propagation fronts, if it is a new propagation front point, or if it is a collision point that belongs to the skeleton. The methods that were used to achieve this objective, as well as a discussion of ways to retrieve the result of the transform, are presented in the following. 8 
B.1 Determining whether points are new
The rst step towards determining the status of a point adjacent to a propagation front is to establish whether it has already been visited by that propagation front. As described in Section III-A.2, a way to achieve this is to use double (or backed-up) propagation fronts. Because the maintenance and operation of the double fronts is inexpensive in both memory and computation terms, and because they do not require image reference operations, they are a natural choice for this task.
However, the double fronts cannot determine whether a point has been visited by another propagation front, or whether it is the point where two propagation fronts collide. Determining the rst would require a search for the new point in all the propagation fronts, while determining the second case would require checking the new point against all other new points. This means either that 2n logarithmic search operations would be required for each new point (where n the number of markers and therefore of the propagation fronts), or that all propagation fronts should be merged and search operations be performed on them. Both options are clearly unacceptable, thus in the following section we present a solution to this problem.
B.2 Determining collisions
Having determined that a new point has not been already visited by its respective propagation front, an e cient way must be found to check whether it appears in any other new point set or propagation front.
In order to achieve this, a data structure called a minimum heap is used 13]. The heap's function is to extract quickly the minimum element it contains, and to accept new elements in any order. The computational cost for the extraction of the minimum of the heap is O(log(i)), and the cost for the insertion of an arbitrary element is also O(log(i)), where i is the number of elements in the heap.
The heap is used to receive the points from the propagation fronts and the sets of new points that are to be appended to each of them. Only one point from each front needs to be kept in the heap at any time. Thus the size of the heap is 2n points and the computational cost of the insertion O(log(n)), where n is the number of markers. This is because both the fronts and the new point sets are sorted on the basic order beforehand. Thus, if their rst points are inserted into the heap, the next point extracted from the heap will be the minimum of all the points left in them. It must be noted that the second level of the propagation fronts is unnecessary at this stage.
Thus, by successively extracting points from the heap, and by then inserting into the heap the next point from the front or the new point set that the extracted point originated from, we can guarantee to receive all the points in the basic order. Duplicate points will be in succession and can be identi ed as such. If there is a number of identical points from di erent new point sets, and there is no point from a propagation front among them, it means that this point is a skeleton point. In this case, all the points are removed from their respective sets (so that the propagation will not continue from them), and appended to the set of skeleton points. If there is a point originating from a propagation front among a number of identical points, this point takes precedence and all other points (which originate from new point sets) are removed from their respective sets. This is because the propagation front point originates from an earlier propagation step than the others. It is impossible to have two identical points from two di erent propagation fronts, since they would have been labeled as skeleton points in the previous propagation step.
Thus, the determination of the collisions between fronts can be achieved with only O(log(n)) computational complexity per point. 9 
B.3 Skeleton maintenance
In order to have a proper computation of the in uence zones transform, the skeleton points must be properly computed. Because the propagation step does not continue through skeleton points, and because of the geodesic nature of the transform, all skeleton points need to be kept in order to ensure the correct propagation of the fronts. Also, the skeleton points that have been found in the previous propagation step need to be accessible in the basic order so that they may be properly inserted into the heap for comparison.
In order to achieve the goals mentioned above the skeleton points found by using the heap at the end of each propagation step are temporarily kept in a list. When the heap has processed all points, this list is sorted and merged into an array containing all skeleton points found in previous propagation steps. This array is then used as an input to the heap, in order to determine further collisions.
B.4 Saving the result
The fact the image is not kept in memory means that the result, which consists of the labels identifying whether a point belongs to a speci c in uence zone or to the skeleton, is not explicitly available. However, it is possible to store the result of the transformation to disk, as the algorithm runs. This, for reasons of e ciency and consistency, will need to happen once for each point, and only after that point has received its nal label. This is best done at the end of each propagation step, when all points pass through the heap and receive their nal labels. At that time, the points that have been reached in the current propagation step are written, in coordinate form, to an intermediate disk le corresponding to their z-coordinate. Because the points are coming out of the heap in the basic order (which was chosen to be based rst on their z-coordinate), they are written to disk continuously and, therefore, without delays. After the end of the algorithm, these les are read and the points they contain are written to their nal positions in the output le, which is in bitmap format.
B.5 Memory requirements and pseudocode
According to the previous analysis, it can be seen that the total memory requirements of the algorithm are only those of the propagation fronts and the edges. Even if we consider the fact that the propagation fronts, being double, consume twice as much memory as in the classical algorithms, these memory requirements are very small. However, these requirements increase with marker density, since this results in a corresponding increase in the density of the propagation fronts.
The algorithm is presented in the form of object-oriented pseudocode in Figure 4 . The data structures it contains are described in Figure 1 .
B.6 Simulation Experiments
The fronts-only, which is described in Figure 4 , algorithm was used to perform the in uence zone transform in a series of experimental cases. In the experiments the volume to be processed had a size of 256 256 256 and contained a number of markers which ranged from 2 to 16385, and which were randomly distributed on the volume. The machine used to perform the tests was a personal computer with an Intel Pentium processor clocked at 90 MHz, 64 Mbytes of random access memory, running Miscrosoft Windows NT Server.
As can be seen in Figure 5a , the processing time of the algorithm rises only slightly with the increase of the number of markers when they are a few (under 1024). It rises much faster when they exceed that number. This happens because, above this number, the in uence of the stack becomes the determining factor in the performance of the algorithm, and the computational cost of the operation of the stack is directly related to the number of in uence zones (since its size is equal to that number). Execution time of the algorithm ranged from 35 minutes to an hour, which is reasonable considering that the classical algorithms cannot operate under such 10 memory constrains. The number of propagation steps as can be seen in Figure 5b decreases greatly with increasing marker numbers, since each in uence zone becomes smaller. As expected, the memory requirements were proportional to the number of markers, that is to the number of in uence zones, as shown in Figure 5c . These requirements were on average low, as expected. They come within the order of magnitude of the memory requirements of the volume which was being processed only when there were over 16382 in uence zones.
IV. Decomposition watershed algorithm
In order to implement the watershed transform in large images, a way must be found to perform the transformation on a part of the image at a time. The obvious way to achieve this is to take advantage of the fact that the algorithm processes the greylevels of the image sequentially, from the lowest to the highest. After decomposing the image into its constituent greylevels, each one could be processed separately. Thus, only a small part of the image must be kept in memory at a time. The loading of this part can be done in one step, without the need for unnecessary disk seek operations.
As was seen when examining the in uence zone transform, an image region that does not have a rectangular shape cannot be stored as a matrix. The same approach that was used there will also be used here as well. In essence, considering that the computation of the watersheds by immersion consists of performing successive in uence zone transformations in each greylevel, we use the region storage algorithm that was described in Section III-A.1. The con guration of the propagation fronts that are used for the computation of the in uence zones will be the same, as will be their handling. It must be noted that the basic order that is used in this algorithm (see Section III), is chosen to be the same as the order in which the image is stored on the disk. Furthermore, in the case of the watershed transform, all the sets of points used will be sorted in that order.
However, there are some issues in the watershed transform by immersion which require some attention. The rst is nding the image minima in each greylevel, from which the propagation fronts emanate. The second is the transition of the propagation fronts from one greylevel to the next, without the storage of unnecessary points. In the following, we shall discuss these issues, as well as the procedure for the decomposition of the image into its constituent greylevels and its recomposition from them. We shall also describe the modi cations that need to be made to our algorithm for performing marker-based image segmentation.
A. Image decomposition
In the decomposition watershed algorithm, the image must be decomposed into separate greylevels. These greylevels need to be stored on disk, each on a separate le so that they can be read independently from each other as the algorithm progresses. At the end of the algorithm, these les will must be merged to give the reconstructed output image.
The decomposition of the image into greylevels poses no particular problems. Since the basic order that is used in the algorithm is the same as the order in which the image is stored on disk, the only thing that needs to be done is to read the input image serially and write each point (in coordinate form) to the le that corresponds to its greyvalue. In order to avoid having too many les open at the same time and also to avoid needless disk seek operations, we use bu ers, one for each le that corresponds to one greylevel. Points are rst written to these bu ers. When one of them is full its points are written to disk all at the same time. Because this preprocessing happens before the beginning of the actual watershed transform, the bu ers can use all available memory.
B. Output image reconstruction
The reconstruction of the output image is performed in two phases, one during the execution of the algorithm and one after its end. After each greylevel is processed, its points are written
again and the points they contain are written at their nal position in the output le (which, like the input le, is in bitmap format).
From the above analysis it can be seen that, the algorithm requires reading/writing 3+3+1 = 7 bytes per image point, since we need one byte per coordinate. This is not satisfactory and a simple method for the compression of the point coordinates was used in order to reduce the number of bytes that are read/written. In this method, the coordinate di erence between successive points is stored, if it is within certain limits, otherwise the coordinates themselves are stored. The gain is that the di erence between points is calculated in such a manner, as to t within a single byte. In more detail, the steps of this method are the following:
1. Find the di erence of the coordinates between the current point (x 1 ; y 1 ; z 1 ) and the previous one (x 0 ; y 0 ; z 0 ).
2. If 123 x 1 ? x 0 ?1, y1 ? y 0 2 f0; 1g and z 1 = z 0 , the di erence of the y coordinates is stored in the most signi cant bit, and the di erence of the x coordinates is stored in the 7 least signi cant bits of the output byte. 3. Otherwise, the output consists of a zero-valued byte and the three coordinate bytes.
Since the points that are being written are sorted rst on z, then on y and nally on x, only one byte is stored in most cases. In practice, 1:2 bytes are required on average per point (the compression ratio is 1:2.5). Thus, in the end, 3:4 byte readings/writings per point are required by the algorithm.
C. Propagation front maintenance
In the classic watershed-by-immersion algorithms, the transition of the propagation fronts from one greylevel to the next does not present any problems. Since all points, irrespective of greyvalue, are directly accessible, it su ces to check whether a point is adjacent to another of lower greyvalue, in order to determine that the propagation front continues from this point. In the decomposition watershed algorithm we can only access the points of the current greylevel. Thus, in order to perform the transition, we must keep, at the current greylevel and for every propagation front, those points that are adjacent to other points that have a higher greylevel. Because the fronts propagate into all the subsequent greylevels and not only into the next one, such points must be kept in storage until they cease to be adjacent to points of higher greylevels. However, at the same time, the storage of points that are only adjacent to lower greylevels must be avoided for memory minimization. In order to achieve the above objectives, a rather complex data structure is used, consisting of a dynamically managed array of points which also contain information about the position of adjacent points belonging to higher greylevels. For the sake of brevity, this structure will be called an interfront (from inter-greylevel propagation front).
The basic functions that must be performed on the interfront are the following: Storage of those points of the currently processed greylevel that are adjacent to points belonging to a higher greylevel. These are easily found by checking if the neighboring points of every point that a propagation front goes through, belong to the current greylevel (which is something that the algorithm does anyway). If they do not belong to one, we can conclude that they belong to a higher greylevel and subsequently store the current point in the interfront.
Reading all the stored points, which will initiate the propagation fronts in the next greylevel. For this initiation, at each new greylevel, every point in the interfront must be checked for adjacency with any points in that greylevel. If such points exist, then they are appended to the propagation front, while the interfront point adjacent to them is appended to the backup level of the propagation front. It must be noted that point reading from the interfront occurs only once per greylevel, that is at the initiation of the propagation.
Removal of a point from the interfront when it ceases to be adjacent to points of a higher greylevel than that which the algorithm has reached.
In order to avoid keeping more points in the interfront than needed, the position of all adjacent points that the algorithm has not visited are stored for every interfront point (in a fashion similar to 17]). This has two advantages:
First, that a point can be removed from the interfront when it no longer has such adjacent points.
Second, at each greylevel we only need to search for points adjacent to an interfront point in the directions we know they exist (which, owing to the size of the interfront, leads to a considerable acceleration of the algorithm). In order to save memory, the position of these adjacent points is stored as ags (single bits). Each direction of the connectivity corresponds to one such ag, which is set to 1 if there is a point in that direction, or to 0 if there is not. If the algorithm works in 6-connectivity, six ags will be needed and a single byte will su ce for their storage. As mentioned, a point is added to the interfront if some points in its neighborhood are not in the current greylevel. As it is being added, a label is appended to it which contains, in coordinate form, the directions in which no points were found. Thus, when the propagation at the next greylevel starts, the directions where adjacent points may exist are read for each interfront point, and the current greylevel is searched to nd these points. If they exist in the current greylevel, it is certain that no other points will exist in this direction, and the corresponding ag in the label byte is cleared. When all ags are cleared, this point is no longer useful and is removed from the interfront.
Because the propagation in each greylevel begins from only a few interfront points, the interfront contains signi cantly fewer points than the greylevel (considering the fact that the sizes of di erent greylevels vary signi cantly). Thus, the greater part of the algorithm's memory requirements is due to the interfront. This means that the reduction of its size is desirable. In order to achieve this, we take advantage of the fact that the addition and readout of points happens separately and consecutively in each greylevel. We also take advantage of the fact that the reading of points takes place in an arbitrary order which can be chosen to be the basic order. The above lead to the compression of the interfront points, which can produce a signi cant memory gain. The compression is performed approximately as in the writing of the greylevels to disk, that is by storing the di erence between consecutive points in a single byte. Since in this case the label must also be stored, the compression ratio is 0:55.
The above compression takes place at the end of the processing of each greylevel, since the number of points added to the interfront during this processing is negligible compared to the total number of interfront points. Because the number of points added to the interfront at each greylevel is not known in advance, appending points to it is implemented using a dynamically managed list. In order to save memory, each point of the list is not a point but an array of many points (in practice 1024 were used). The compression of these new points is performed as this list is merged with the compressed array containing the previous points. All the above are illustrated in Figure 7 .
Most of the memory requirements of the algorithm are due to the interfront. This is because it encloses all the area processed by the algorithm, while the current greyscale only adjoins part of it. However, since we took care to compress the interfront, the memory consumed by much smaller than the entire region. If the greyvalue distribution of the image is particularly uneven, the current greylevel can also consume a signi cant amount of memory. Since the propagation fronts in the current greylevel are much smaller than the greylevel itself, their memory burden is negligible.
The overall decomposition algorithm is given in Figure 8 , and the routine that processes each greylevel is given in Figure 9 . Again, they are given in object-oriented pseudocode and the structures are described in Figure 1 . The basic watershed transform frequently presents signi cant oversegmentation problems when used for image segmentation. To overcome this problem, markers are used to de ne the desired catchment basins 4]. These markers (or seeds) are the only points from where propagation fronts start, and no other fronts are started at the regional minima of the image. In the full image storage algorithms this means in practice that the propagation may also take place toward greylevels lower than the current (but not toward higher ones).
Naturally, the decomposition watershed algorithm does not have access to greylevels other than the one currently being processed. To overcome this limitation the algorithm needs, at each greylevel, to be granted access to all points of previous greylevels that do not belong to catchment basins. This is achieved by scanning each greylevel once after it has been processed, searching for points that have not been labeled as belonging to a catchment basin or to the watersheds. These points are stored in an list, which is subsequently merged with the next greylevel. The merging has a low computational cost because both the current greylevel and the above list are already sorted in the basic order. It should be explained that the list is also on the basic order because it was computed as a part of the previous greylevel using a basic order scan. Because the current list is merged with the current greylevel and from this merged greylevel the next list is derived, each list contains all the non-processed points not only from the current greylevel but also from the previous ones. After the merging, the resulting greylevel is processed as in the regular partial storage algorithm, except of course from nding regional minima and starting new catchment basins.
E. Simulation experiments
In order to verify the algorithm experimentally, we applied it to perform the segmentation of a three-dimensional biomedical image. The volume used was a series of slice CT scans depicted a human head and had a size of 256 256 256, part of which is shown in Figure 10a . The purpose of this procedure was to segment as accurately as possible the skull and the two lobes of the brain, as well as the background.
As is common practice when using the watershed transform for image segmentation, an edge detection operation was rst applied on the input volume. In this case, Sobel edge detection was used, as shown in Figure 10b . We performed a histogram equalization on the edge image in order to equalize its greylevels. Then, markers were de ned interactively for identifying the objects of interest, and the marker-based watershed transform (described in IV-D) was performed. One marker was de ned for each lobe of the brain, two for the skull, three for the region between brain and skull, and one for the background. The machine used to compute the segmentation was a personal computer with an Intel Pentium processor clocked at 133 MHz and 32 Mbytes of random access memory running Microsoft Windows NT Server. Some slices of the segmented volume are given in Figure 10c . The segmented skull is shown in Figure 11 and a rendering of all segmented regions in Figure 12 .
The segmentation was correct and its quality satisfactory, since the segmented lobes and skull got the shape they have in reality. There was some distortion in the area of the skull, at the top of the head and at its bottom near the face. This was expected, since the edges in these areas were particularly weak and has nothing to do with the correctness of the algorithm. Naturally, what is of importance is the e ciency of the algorithm in terms of computational cost and memory requirements.
As far as computational cost is concerned, the execution time of the algorithm was on average 2 hours and 25 minutes. If we consider the fact that Vincent's algorithm 4] executes the same transform in 30 minutes (if of course the necessary memory of over 64 Mbytes is available), it can be understood that the execution time is very reasonable. As for the memory requirements, these stem mostly from the interfront since the memory requirements of the propagation fronts are lower by an order of magnitude. The maximum number of points stored in the interfront during the execution of the algorithm never exceeded 1; 200; 000, and thus memory requirements are much lower than in the traditional algorithms.
V. Conclusions
We have presented three algorithms to reduce greatly the memory requirements of the inuence zone and watershed algorithms, thus making them computable on large images. The rst of these algorithms which computes the skeletonization by in uence zones on surfaces, was demonstrated to have in satisfactory speed and to achieve very large memory savings. The performance of the second algorithm, which uses only the propagation fronts to perform the transform still achieves signi cant memory gains with a reasonable slowdown. Because of its complexity, the watershed algorithm is the slowest of the three. However it achieves large memory savings.
